franklyn. And what did she say to that?
immenso. She said there was no use talking to me. She said
I was making puns of her distress.
franklyn. And was that all?
immenso. No. You may have noticed that when a woman
says there is no use talking to a man, he can very seldom get
a word in edgeways for the following half hour.
conrad. If she shut you up, she is a woman in a thousand.
immenso. That is an almost perfect example of a modern
scientific definition. It has the air of exactitude which arithmetic
alone can give. Yet as, from the moment the population exceeds
nine hundred and ninety-nine, every woman is a woman in a
thousand, it means absolutely nothing whatever.
franklyn. We make you a present of modern science, Imm:
nobody here worships it any more than you do—[Conrad is
about to protest}—no, Con: you sit quiet and say nothing. I
shall sit quiet and say nothing. When Imm is tired of playing
with his own mind, he will perhaps have a human impulse, and
relieve my anxiety to learn what Clara intends to do.
immenso {coloring at the implied reproacK\ I am not incon-
siderate, I hope. Certainly not intentionally so. But what Clara
intends to do is her affair. What you intend to do is your affair.
My only comment is that probably neither of you will do it.
On the other hand I am deeply concerned, as a Christian, and
may I say as a friend—if a brother-in-law may presume so far
—with what you both ought to do.
franklyn. And what is that.
immenso. Anchor yourself to the hearthstone. Make that your
fixed point. There must be fixed points in life or we shall become
a community of balloons. Even for balloons there must be fixed
gas works, a necessity quaintly met by the House of Commons.
There must be irrevocable contracts. What is the first question
we ask a man? His name. What is the second? His address, A
man without a name is nobody. A man without an address is a
vagabond. A man with two addresses is a libertine. A man with
two solicitors and two bankers is a rogue. What is a marriage?
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